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Julie Roehner: Sky's the Limit for Ford Vehicle lntegration
Supervisor - Until She Figures Out a Solution for That, Too

Background
It might be hard to imagine anyone with a title
like EV Vehicle Integration Supervisor
spending her Friday evening driving from
Dumpster to Dumpster searching for the Holy
Grail of trash - let alone diving into said
Dumpster to retrieve said trash - but then
again, there's only one Julie Roehner.

Ask anyone who works with her at Ford
Motor Company and they'll say that's
unfortunate because the world needs more
people like Roehner: people who arrive at
work every day with a no-problem attitude;
people constantly smiling and full of enthusiasm; people who won't cut corners and instead will
spend a Friday evening sifting through trash in order to get the job done right.

That's how Roehner ended up fishing a TV box out of a Dumpster - she says she had to see for
herself and prove to senior management that a S5-inch big-screen TV box would fit in the
vehicle and where any changes could be made, if necessary.

Of course, it probably would have been easier for Roehner to ask an engineer to do some
calculations, or even create a virtual version. But that just wouldn't have been her style. In
addition to the TV box, she proved a composter, two mountain bikes and three black Labrador
dogs could all fit in the back of a C-MAX Hybrid and C-MAX Energi plug-in hybrid.

As Vehicle Integration Supervisor, Roehner,42, says the simple definit ion of her job is "coming
up with the best solution." That essentially means delivering the best product to customers after
taking into account everything from fuel economy and performance to NVH (noise, vibration,
harshness) factors.

"lt's all about tradeoffs," she says.

Roehner says she represents the "voice of the customer for C-MAX." She says that by knowing
the customer, segment and program, she was able to lead the optimization of attributes that
eventually resulted in the delivery of Ford's first line dedicated to hybrid vehicles. For example,
one specific type or brand of a component might excel in performance, but deteriorate other
attributes; Roehner would be the one to develop and recommend a solution.

"Julie has been an important part of the success of the Ncrth American C-MAX Hybrid and C-
MAX Energi," says John Davis, chief program engineer for North American C-MAX, Focus and
Fiesta. "Her mark is definitely evident in the final product through items the customer can see,
touch and hear - or won't hear - in the product every day. When our customers love their new
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C-MAX, it will be in part because of Julie's dedication, attention to detail and her positive attitude
- and yes, it will be because she's willing to jump into a Dumpster for our customers."

Max learning culve
Roehner earned a master's degree in engineering from Dartmouth College in 1 994. Her dream
job was to be part of the group that conducts tests for Consumers Reports. She did receive a
job offer there - one week after she had committed to the Ford College Graduate program, but
decided to stick with Ford's offer. Upon arrival, she knew how to drive cars and that's about it.

"l had a credit card and a mechanic and that is what I knew about cars," says Roehner.

Her first assignments for Ford related to business planning, where she spent a lot of time in field
operations engaged in such activities as mystery shopping and auto show setup. She admits
that the first year was a bit ovenryhelming and "scary." Still, Roehner says she remained
committed to learn as much as she could, quickly warming to the idea that she worked for one
of the largest automakers in the world.

"l realized early on that Ford is a very big company and I had the opportunity of a lifetime to do
anything I wanted here - and have fun while doing it," says Roehner. "But I also realized you
have to make it happen. You have to go out and do the work."

Her education, attitude toward learning as much as she could, and drive to succeed helped her
learn fast and she was ecstatic when in 1996 she was given what she considers her first real
assignment: to design and release the brakes for the Ford Windstar. lt would come to be one of
the most important assignments in her life, she says.

"To go from designing the brakes on a piece of paper to actually receiving a quality award for
best brake system was my 'a-ha' moment," says Roehner. "l could actually go to the family
Christmas party and say'Yeah, lwas responsible forthat, 'as opposed to something less
tangible."

Turned out this was just the beginning, as Roehner would go on to tackle more assignments on
brakes and other components, such as seats for the Ford Expedition/Lincoln Navigator. In 2000,
she was named Vehicle Integration Supervisor for the group that at the time included vehicles
such as Mustang, Windstar and Taurus.

With each of her new assignments, Roehner carried more responsibility. As Vehicle Integration
Supervisor for the car group, for example, Roehner had final engineering signoff.

"For me, that job was great," says Roehner. "There was accountability because I had to deliver
something and there was accountability because I had to work with program people and say'We're ready to go.' I really learned the importance of identifying and sticking to processes and
also doing what you say you're going to do."

Before being named to her current position in September 2010, Roehner spent seven years as
Ford's Vehicle Functional Group Leader for Squeak and Rattle. She takes a great amount of
pride in the improvements made to the quality of Ford vehicles during that time. She initiated
changes in everything from manufacturing processes to the design rules used by Ford globally.
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"Our health chart went from subjective find-and-fix to objective, quantitative, predictive designs,"
says Roehner. "We created a system where teams in all four global regions are looking at the
same standards that say 'lncompatible materials shall never touch."'

By the time Roehner was named Vehicle Integration Supervisor for Electrified Vehicles - an
area she'd had limited exposure to - taking on the unknown had become familiar. In fact, as
someone who likes to take on something new and different every day, Roehner says she has
come to enjoy the chance to embrace such challenges.

"l hate to lose," says Roehner. "lf I let something get the best of me, including this job, then that
would be like losing. So I chose to make the best of it."

Roehner - currently leading media through drives of the C-MAX Hybrid and already looking
fonruard to her next big challenge - says she has been able to succeed by building on what she
learns every day and tries to never forget the most important lessons.

Take the important lesson about communication that her father taught her when she began
teaching tennis at age 13.

"He said 'Teaching tennis is all about communication and you know what you're doing. lt's just
trying to figure out how to communicate it,"' says Roehner. "He told me to try teaching people by
using three different methods of communication. lf they didn't get it through one of those
approaches, he said I had to give him the $100 bil l  back. lt 's a strategy lsti l l  use. ln fact, lsti l l
have that $100 bil l ."

Her life and passion
o A native of Denver, Roehner earned a bachelor's degree in engineering from Trinity

University and a maste/s degree in mechanical engineering from Dartmouth College
o Roehner lives in Saline, Mich. with her husband Phil and their daughter Makenzie, 8
r She runs three miles every day
. Roehner most enjoys spending time with her family in addition to photography,

scrapbooking and playing recreational tennis
. Roehner says the exciting feeling she gets from customer satisfaction is one that has never

gone away and that she still gets a thrill when she sees a vehicle she's worked on driving
down the highway or through her neighborhood
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